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Abstract 

For a lot of hydrological isotope investigations it would be helpful to conduct on-site 

measurements with a vety high time resolution. Recent developments of a highly sensitive 

gas analyser on the basis of so called 'Cavity Ring Down Spectroscopy' (CRDS) has lead to a 

new class of on-site capable measuring device:s, the wavelength scanned (WS)-CRDS. In the 

framework of a new project it succeeded for the firsttime in measming the stable environmental 

isotopes of the water on-site and on-line at one of the most impmtant karst splings in Austlia. 

It was necessary, to adapt the WS-CRDS system for on-site application. Particularly the 

sampling device had to be adopted to get samples fi:om the fl.ow of the spring to the WS-CDRS 

system in real time. The system was installed at the spting dming snowmelt with measming 

intervals of fewer than 10 minutes. This measUJring device was combined with a near real time 

data transmission system, based on LEO satellites. This allowed a dissemination ofthe data via 

the intemet and, for registered users, also a download possibility of the data. 
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1. lNTRODUCTION 

The studied alpine karst system is lo1cated in the so called Nmthem Calcareous 
Alps in Austria reaching altitudes up to approx. 2300 m.a.s.l. The spring is situated in 
the Salza-valley at an altitude ofapproximately 650 m.a.s.l. (Fig. 1). The investigated 
karst spring is a typicallimestone spring type according to Ref. [1], with well devel
oped karst conduits [2]. The mean discharge is 5240 Lls (year 1995-2009), showing 

high vruiations with a Qmax/Qmin discharge ratio of 40. The mean water residence 
was estimated at between 0.8 to 1.5 yeru·s, using an exponentialmodel. According to 
this, the dischru·ge response after precipitation is very quick (some hours). The esti
mated alpine catchment covers an ru·ea of about 70 km2, with a mean altitude of 1780 
m.a.s.l. [3]. Vegetation comprises summer pastures, natural calcareous alpine swru·ds 

with open kmmmholz and forests [4] . 

2. METHODS 

2.1. Measuring device 

The isotopic composition of the water samples were measured by using Cavity 
Ring Down Spectroscopy [5] with a \~S-CRDS (Wavelength Scanned Cavity 

FIG. 1. Location of the investigation area. 
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Ring-Down Spectroscopy) instnunent (Picano, Inc.). In order to adapt the System for 
on-site isotope measurements at the spring the laser spectrometer was coupled to an 
automatic injection module (Meteorologie consult GmbH) for continuous measure
ments ofliquid samples based on a VALCO valve (Fig. 2). 

The device replaces the auto-samplter and allows quasi-continuous injections 
of a 2 11L water sample into the Picano Ll102 iso-water analyser via the Picano 
vaporizer module. The water sample is sucked through the intemal sample volume by 
a small pump (KNF) Neuberger). The sample volume is injected into the vaporizer of 
the system by a defined volume of dry nitmgen gas at 2-4 bal's. The VALCO valve 
is also switched by the pressure actuator by nitrogen. The procedure of sampling 
and the injection into the vaporizer is comtrolled by the exchange of tiigger signals 
between the Picarro analyser and the injection module. A USB data logger is used to 
actuate the valves and to communicate with the coordinator program of the analyser. 
The control software of the injection module is implemented on the PC of the 
analyser. The cycle time ofthe sample and the analysis is approximately 9.5 minutes, 
as defined by the analytical procedure oftJb.e L1102-I analyser. An unlimited number 
of samples can be injected into the analyser. The sample frequency and timing is 
controlled by a special version of the coordinator program of the analyser. 

2.2. The LEO satellite system 

Wireless data transmission is used for online transmission of the data measured 

at stations in the network [ 6] in order to avoid the costly needs for cable laying and 
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FIG. 3. Schematic of data streams via LEO Satellite system. 
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instailation of power supplies. Due to recllln:ent coverage problems with land based 
systems (GSM/GPRS (General Packet Radio Service)IUMTS (Universal Mobile 
Telecommunications Service), as weil as those arising from very restricted elevation 

angles in mountainous regions for GEO satellites (Geostationary Earth Orbit), for 
our applications LEO satellites (Low Eartltl Orbit) have proven preferable. Based on 
extensive technical and cost comparisons and the validation of measurements, e.g. 
Refs [7] and [8], the ORBCOMM LEO sateilite system [9] was chosen for standar·d 
implementation with rninor data transfer rates. ORBCOMM is a 'Little LEO' sys

tem, with 30 servicing satellites in six orbit planes of 800 km altitude. It provides 
bi-directional ' short message' data transfer at 2.4/4.8 kbps, with data blocks of pref

erably less than 100 Bytes. ORBCOMM operates at frequencies of about 140 MHz, 
providing lar·ge sateilite footprints, and requires only low cost/low power equipment, 
allowing the use of simple whip antennas as weil as small solar·-panels for power sup

ply. Transmitting in the VHF band means 1hat the system can also work in forests. 
The core and backhone of the application (Fig. 3) is a bi-directional, near real 

time data link via LEO sateilites. This facilitates the monitoring of in situ measure
ments for all hydrological purposes, especially the quality monitoring of drinking 
water supplies and sirnilar· applications. 

Forthis investigation, the connection possibilities ofthe system were expanded. 
The reason was that the PicarTo System is a Windows based sytem, providing data 
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via file stmctures. So an interface between the data logger used, with different hydro
logical probes, and the new system was developed, to enable a near real time data 
transmission also in this case. 

2.3. Central Monitoring Station (CMS) iand web interface 

The Central Monitming Station (C~JS) provides an online internet pmtal for 
access to the environmental data. It is bUtilt around a server mnning the operating 
system Debian, a very stable open source software, providing perfect interaction and 
perfmmance with the server. Among others, the server comprises a RAID system 
(redundant array of independent disks) for fault tolerant operation. A dedicated email 
client and a ftp client were developed to decode and extract the compressed measure
ment data sets and to store them in the integrated MySQL database. The clients are 
fully automated and dynamically coded, so no user defaults are needed for these stand 
alone programs. They provide :flexible and simple configuration e.g., of individual 
number of stations, types and coding of input data sets. Additionally, incon:ect mails 
(syntax check) are detected automatically and stored in a specific database table. In 
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FIG. 4. The dynamically generated website for online data during event monitaring of stable 
isotopes. 
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this case, it can also automatically send an infmmation mail to the user regarding 
this enor. To provide on-line conununicatiion with access to the stored measurement 
data through the intemet, an Apache-Webserver was implemented. The Intemet por
tal concept comprises a dynamically generated website which allows 'real time' dis
play of these data as graphics or tables. The dynamically generated online website is 
shown in Fig. 4. 

The widely common :fi:eeware PHP was used for programming these interac
tions between intemet users a.nd the CMS. Fmthermore, PHP ca.n also interpret other 
interface la.nguages, e.g. XML or JavaSeript, using sta.ndardized modules, which 
makes the chosen implementation very :flexible for on-line environmental com
munication. Additionally to the online graphical representation, all co-workers a.nd 
public access users a.re also able to download these graphics or charts on their local 
machine, once they ar·e registered. Using password protection, several access levels 
to the data a.nd visualization ar·e feasible for different user groups, e.g. , general public 
access to environmental infmmation vs. i111dividual access for specific in depth data 
for resear·ch project co-workers. In combination with the encryption ofthe data tra.ns
fer, the system is also prepar·ed for sensitive non-public data. Asthereis the possibil
ity of cross-linking the measming sites, the system ca.n also be used for precipitation 
triggered automated event sa.mpling [10]. 
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FIG. 5. Time series of isotopic composition and spring discharge during snowrnelt at a korst 
spring. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1. Time series 

In Fig. 5 the course of deuterium, oxygen-18 and discharge is shown. The 
increase of discharge during the fust days of May was caused by snowmelt, the 
rapid increase of discharge after May 21 was caused by a rain event, which brought 
approximately 100 mm precipitation during one day. 

The different behaviour of the isotojpes is clearly shown. The influence of the 
winter precipitation during snowmelt is obvious. The vety damped reaction of 2H and 
180 cannot be interpreted, due to missing analyses of the event causing precipitation. 

4. DISCUSSION 

As shown, it is possible to use the described system on-site, to enable near real 
time data availability with high time resolution. The measuring increment of the 
PicatTo system was approximately 9.5 minutes. Data transmissionwas realized every 
15 or 30 minutes. One motivation was to synchronize PicatTo data with hydrologi
cal data available from other measuring systems. The first results were vety prom
ising and open up a new outlook for gatlh.ering important infmmation about water 
resources and the possibilities of protectio111. 

Futiher developments should improve the control mode of the Valco. It is 
planned to use an electric device. The on-s.ite measming of at least two standat·ds has 
to be implemented. During our investigations reference samples were taken manually 
with different time increments. 
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